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Web page:  http://www.astro.uu.se/~bf/co5bold_main.html

Realistic simulations of stellar surface convection

designed for direct comparison with real stars



Observed and simulated solar granulation

(Courtesy Mats Carlsson 2004) (Steffen & Caffau 2009)

SST: 1515,  4364 Å Simulation: 400400165 cells



Background and questions

Simulated intensity contrast Irms is fairly 

independent of numerical resolution
(e.g. Salhab et al. 2017)

What determines the granulation contrast ?
(e.g. ionization energy of hydrogen)

Is there a simple way to predict Irms as a 

function of atmospheric parameters ?
(e.g. in terms of Ma, Pe)

Size spectrum, lifetime of granules ?



Bolometric intensity contrast in CIFIST grid

(Tremblay et al.  2013)



Modified solar models



Complementary approach

Numerical experiments with modified 

microphysics at solar effective temperature
(alternative solar convection models)

Models E: neutral EOS with =5/3

Models H: scaled H− opacity 0 < κ(H −) < 2 κ(H −)
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Model dependence of the intensity contrast 



Teff=5770 K

Model dependence of the intensity contrast 

Models with gray RT show higher intensity contrast

than non-gray (12 bin) models by ≈ 2.4%

For consistency compare models with same RT mode

(gray – gray or non-gray – non-gray)

Opacity dependence: 11% (no H-) … 17.5% (2 x H-)

EOS dependence: 14.3% (neutral) … 16.4% (ionization)



Comparison of synthetic granulation maps

Granules too large in simulations without 

hydrogen ionization

Granules too small in simulations without 

H− opacity

κ(H−)=0 κ(H−)=1 κ(H−)=2

=5/3

11.3% 16.4% 17.5%

14.3%



Granulation contrast vs. Mach number

Irms  Ma relation depends on EOS

κ(H−)=0 κ(H−)=1 κ(H−)=2



Depth-dependence of Mach number

Weak depth dependence of Ma around =1

κ(H−)=0 κ(H−)=1 κ(H−)=2



Granulation contrast vs. Peclet number

κ(H−)=1 κ(H−)=2

Irms  Ma relation independent of EOS



Depth-dependence of Peclet number

κ(H−)=0 κ(H−)=1 κ(H−)=2

Sharp minimum of Pe around =1



Depth-dependence of entropy

κ(H−)=0 κ(H−)=1 κ(H−)=2

s* entropy of adiabatic deep layers

s



Granulation contrast vs. entropy jump

κ(H−)=0 κ(H−)=1 κ(H−)=2

Entropy jump s [109 erg/g/K]

Irms  Ma relation fairly independent of EOS



Granulation contrast in solar MHD simulations

κ(H−)=0 κ(H−)=1 κ(H−)=2

Irms decreases with increasing magnetic field <Bz>



Granulation contrast vs. Peclet number

MHD models do not follow the non-magnetic models

κ(H−)=0 κ(H−)=1 κ(H−)=2

<Bz>=200 G

<Bz>=0



Sun (G2V): emergent continuum intensity

3D MHD CO5BOLD simulation, © Salhab, Steiner, Steffen 2017

<Bz>=0 <Bz>=100 G



Conclusions

Models with modified microphysics (no H− opacity, EOS 

without ionization) do not reproduce observations

No conclusive answer to the question: what determines 

the solar (stellar) granulation contrast

Ionization energy of hydrogen can be excluded

No unique relation between Irms and Mach number

Promising correlation of Irms with Peclet number 

and entropy jump

Correlations need to be checked for wider range of 

stellar parameters



• Perhaps the question 

“What determines the solar granulation contrast?” 

has no simple answer … and thus should not be asked.



Supplementary slides





Tremblay et al. (2013):

Analysis of the granulation

Patterns of ~150 different 

3D model atmospheres, from 

White dwarfs to red giants



s*: entropy of the deep adiabatic layers [109 erg/g/K]

Teff - s* relation



Teff - s* relation

For fixed Teff, log g, s* depends on EOS and opacity

Implications for calibration of the mixing-length parameter:

EOS and opacity in convection simulation and stellar 

evolution code must be consistent

Calibration may depend on metallicity



Modified solar models

Model RT H− -factor EOS <Bz> [G] I rms

Sun 12 bin 1 detailed 0 13.99 %

E1 12 bin 1 =5/3,neutral 0 12.05 %

E2 gray 1 =5/3,neutral 0 14.32 %

H0 gray 0 detailed 0 11.03 %
... … … … …

H1 gray 1 detailed 0 16.41 %

H2 gray 2 detailed 0 17.46 %

MHD0 12 bin 1 detailed 0 13.92 %

MHD50 12 bin 1 detailed 50 13.43 %

MHD100 12 bin 1 detailed 100 12.96 %

MHD200 12 bin 1 detailed 200 12.40 %


